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Abstract
Existing solutions for QoS-aware routing in mobile multi-hop networks attempt to discover a QoSsatisfactory route for the user at the user's current
location. If a suitable route is not available at the current location, the user is denied access. This approach
does not take advantage of the special characteristics of mobile multi-hop networks. That is, users in these
networks are mobile and their connectivity is dependent on their location and the locations of other users.
By changing their location, users can alter their connectivity characteristics and potentially obtain better
service from the network. In this paper, we propose enhancing QoS-aware routing protocols to take advantage
of this characteristic. With our solution, if a satisfactory route is not available at the user's current location,
the protocol discovers a nearby location where a better route is available. The user can then choose to move
to the suggested location to improve the received quality of service. We demonstrate our idea by appropriately
extending a QoS-sensitive version of the AODV routing protocol, and presenting a simulation-based evaluation. Simulation results show the effectiveness and
efficiency of our idea.

1. Introduction
The growing popularity of multimedia applications
and the increasing support for multimedia content in
various wireless computing devices have created a need
for the network support of these applications in mobile
ad hoc networks. Multimedia applications that involve
streaming, or real-time continuous transfer, of multimedia data across the network are sensitive to end-to-end
delay and jitter. To effectively support these applications, the network needs to ensure sufficient resource

availability so that the applications receive the desired
quality of service (QoS). This problem has been studied in great detail for wired networks and many solutions have been proposed [3, 4, 12]. However, the problem is significantly more difficult in mobile networks.
Due to the shared nature of the wireless medium, the
resources at each node are affected by the activities of
others in its neighborhood. Also, mobility and dynamic
topology cause the neighborhood of a node to continually change. These characteristics make it almost impossible to make any hard guarantees about resource availability and service quality in ad hoc networks. However,
QoS-aware routing and admission control, together with
better-than-best-effort packet delivery for high priority
traffic [12], can significantly improve service.
Several researchers have proposed solutions for QoSaware routing and admission control in ad hoc networks [1, 6, 7, 10, 18, 19]. Most of the proposed solutions approach the problem as follows. Given the QoS
requirements of the application, the protocol queries the
network to determine whether a satisfactory path currently exists. If a suitable path is found, it is made available to the application; otherwise the application is denied a route. This approach is similar to the IntServ technique used in wired networks [3]. However, it does not
take advantage of the special characteristics of wireless
networks. Unlike their wired counterparts, users in an ad
hoc network are typically mobile. Also, their connectivity to the network is dependent on their location and the
locations of other users, and is therefore not rigid. More
specifically, users are capable of changing their location,
and thereby their connectivity, to obtain better service
from the network.
The idea of moving to a new location for better network service is often put to use by cellular phone users.
In areas of poor connectivity, users often wander around
with their phones, observing the display bars that indicate signal strength, in an attempt to find a location with

sufficiently strong connectivity. We propose the application of the same idea for obtaining better QoS in ad hoc
networks. However, instead of the user trying to guess
where to move, we propose adding this intelligence to
the network. With our proposed solution, if a route with
the desired QoS constraints is not available to the user
at their current location, the network suggests a nearby
location where a better route is available. The user can
then choose to move to the suggested location to improve the received quality of service.
The following example illustrates this idea. Consider
a mobile network formed by students and faculty on a
university campus. Suppose a faculty member needs to
participate in an important on-line meeting. The students
in a classroom near the faculty member's current location are heavily using the network. This causes the wireless medium to be congested, and so the faculty member is unable to obtain a path with the desired constraints. However, there is less network activity in the
classrooms at the other end of the corridor, and so the
medium at that location is relatively free. With our solution, the routing protocol discovers this fact and informs
the faculty member, who then carries her laptop/PDA to
an empty office down the corridor and is able to successfully participate in the on-line meeting. Thus, our solution not only improves the service experienced by the
user, but also attempts to spatially redistribute users and
make the overall usage of the wireless medium more efficient.
We note that this idea is not necessarily applicable
to all ad hoc networks. For example, in an ad hoc network formed by cars moving on a freeway, the idea
of moving to a specific location for better service does
not make much sense, since the nodes are restricted to
the traffic lanes and are continuously on the move in
any case. However, we believe there are many scenarios
where such a solution can be very useful. Ad hoc networks formed by students on a campus, users at a conference, geography researchers out in the field, etc., are
some such example networks.
In this paper, we first describe a QoS-aware modification of the AODV routing protocol [15], called QoSAware AODV (Q-AODV). This serves as our base QoS
routing protocol. The idea of leveraging mobility, which
is our primary contribution, is then demonstrated by appropriately modifying Q-AODV1 . We call the resulting
protocol Mobility-Enhanced QoS-Aware AODV (MQAODV). Our evaluation of the protocol clearly demonstrates the benefits of our idea.
1

The idea of leveraging mobility is conceptually independent of
the routing mechanism, and can therefore potentially be applied
to any QoS routing scheme or implemented independent of the
routing protocol.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly surveys related work. In section 3,
we present a high-level overview of our proposed solution, before describing the details of Q-AODV and MQAODV in sections 4 and 5, respectively. A simulationbased evaluation of the protocols is presented in section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work
Several QoS routing algorithms for mobile ad hoc
networks have been proposed [1, 6, 7, 10, 18, 19]. We
believe that most of these can be extended to leverage
node mobility as described in this paper.
The QoS routing protocol proposed by Zhu and Corson [19] extends the route discovery phase of AODV for
bandwidth computation, and is similar to the Q-AODV
protocol described in this paper. However, it is designed
to work in TDMA networks, and so the mechanism used
for bandwidth computation is different. Both of these
protocols loosely use the AODV QoS extension [14] to
carry QoS information in the routing packets.
The idea of changing location to improve received
quality of service was first presented in [16]. The solution envisioned by the author is specified for infrastructured wireless networks, and is outlined at a very high
level, with no implementation details or experimental
validation. It is based on a pervasive computing environment that gathers inputs from various layers of the system. Our solution is inspired by this vision. We address a
narrower, more specific problem of moving within a mobile network to improve quality of service for multimedia applications. Further, we extend the idea presented
in [16] to include multi-hop mobile networks.
Balachandran et. al. propose network-directed roaming to mitigate congestion hot-spots in public area wireless LANs [2]. Mobile users are directed to move from
heavily loaded cells to less heavily loaded ones for improving service. This approach is targetted at infrastructured wireless networks. The computation is performed
entirely by the infrastructure nodes (access points), who
share their local information over the wired connection
and collectively have complete knowledge about the network. Our approach, while similar in concept, is targetted at multi-hop mobile networks and is fully distributed.
A mobile multi-hop network provides a far more challenging environment for such a solution, due to the unstructured and dynamic topology and lack of special
nodes with complete knowledge about the network.
Several researchers have suggested using mobility to
deliver messages in disconnected or intermittently connected ad hoc networks [11, 17]. In [11], sources and
intermediate nodes are asked to explicitly change their
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Figure 1. Operation of AODV, Q-AODV and MQ-AODV in a sample network.
movement direction for message transmission. Requiring intermediate nodes to change their trajectory for
message delivery is practical only in applications where
all network nodes belong to the same authority and are
working for a common cause. In our solution, a node
changes its location only for its own benefit.

3. Overview
In this section, we present a high-level overview of
our proposed solution. Details are given in the following
sections.
As mentioned in section 1, the idea of leveraging
node mobility to improve QoS can potentially be applied to any QoS-aware routing scheme. To demonstrate
this idea, we chose to work with our modification of the
AODV routing protocol, called Q-AODV, that enhances
AODV to be aware of resource requirements.
In order to discover a route, AODV broadcasts a route
request message (RREQ) throughout the network. When
this message reaches the destination node, the destination sends a route reply (RREP) along the travelled path
back to the source. AODV does not consider resource
availability at nodes, and simply assumes that the best
path is the one with the least number of hops. This
does not necessarily work well for QoS-sensitive applications, as demonstrated by our experiments in section 6.
Consider the sample ad hoc network shown in figure 1. The client C needs to discover a route to the server
S with some QoS constraints so that it can receive a multimedia stream. Nodes Y and Z in the neighborhood are
heavily using the medium, causing congestion in the surrounding area, colored gray in the figure. As a result, C
does not have sufficient bandwidth available in its current location. As illustrated in figure 1(a), AODV does
not consider resource availability while discovering a

route. As a result, C obtains a route that passes through
the congested area, which does not meet the bandwidth
requirement.
Q-AODV enhances AODV to add QoS-sensitivity. It
extends the AODV RREQ message to include information about resource requirements. Since bandwidth is
a critical resource for multimedia applications, we focus on the discovery of paths satisfying the bandwidth
requirements of the application. As the RREQ travels through the network, nodes forward it only if they
have enough bandwidth to meet the specified requirement; otherwise, the RREQ is dropped. The RREQ that
reaches the destination is guaranteed to have travelled
along a path that has sufficient resources. If no such
path is available, the RREQ will not reach the destination and the application will be denied a route. Section 4
describes Q-AODV in detail.
Figure 1(b) illustrates the operation of Q-AODV in
the sample network. Since C does not have sufficient
available bandwidth in its current location, it does not
initiate an RREQ, and as a result, does not discover a
route to the server.
To leverage node mobility, we further enhance QAODV as follows. While broadcasting the RREQ message, the source node increases its transmission power.
This allows the RREQ to directly reach a larger set of
nodes, some of which are not within the source's regular transmission range. These nodes all become potential candidates to directly offer the source the route
it needs. If the best route is offered by a node that is
not within the source's regular transmission range, the
source can choose to move towards that node to use the
route. We call this modified protocol Mobility-Enhanced
QoS-Aware AODV (MQ-AODV). A detailed description is presented in section 5.
Referring to figure 1(c), we see that using MQAODV, C broadcasts the RREQ with increased trans-

mission power, causing it to be directly received by
node P, which is not within C's regular transmission
range. Node P is outside the congested area, and therefore able to offer C a satisfactory route. MQ-AODV discovers and reports this information to C, who can
then choose to move closer to P and use the offered route.
Note that we have used the disk model, i.e. perfect
circles, to represent transmission ranges in the figure. In
real environments, this might not be the case because of
various factors such as multipath interference, obstacles,
etc. A circular transmission range is not critical to the validity of our idea and the operation of our proposed protocol. We further note that even if the transmission range
is not circular, an increase in transmission power will result in an increased range in most cases. For the remainder of the paper, we assume circular ranges in order to
simplify the description of our approach.

4. QoS-Aware AODV
In this section, we describe the details of Q-AODV.
Our modifications only affect the Route Discovery phase
of AODV; the Route Maintenance phase remains unmodified.
Q-AODV is a stateless protocol. Resource availability is only checked during flow admission. Resource
availability can change as nodes move, and is therefore
not guaranteed. For this reason, no resource reservations
are made. We do not perform any flow policing and assume that flows are well-behaved. Flow monitoring and
adjustment of flow rate is also left to the application.

source as in unmodified AODV with no additional processing at intermediate nodes.
To ensure that sufficient bandwidth is available on the
end-to-end path, the RREQ must traverse the complete
route to the destination. For this reason, no intermediate
node is allowed to reply to the RREQ; only the destination may respond. Also, traffic from different sources to
the same destination may need to be forwarded along
different paths based on session requirements and resource availability. For this reason, Q-AODV discovers and maintains routes on a per-source-destination-pair
basis rather than a per-destination basis as in AODV.
In Q-AODV, unlike AODV, it is beneficial for the destination to reply to multiple RREQ instances, since the
first RREQ instance to reach the destination need not
have travelled along the most resourceful path; another
path with higher bandwidth availability may be present.
The source can then select the best path from among the
RREPs received. After selecting the best path, the source
informs the destination of its decision by sending a message along the path, so that the destination can use the
same path for reverse communication.
We note that Q-AODV still has room for improvement. Q-AODV does not consider contention among
multiple nodes on a path, a network characteristic described in [6, 18]. Also, if multiple sessions attempt a
route discovery simultaneously, they may all be admitted even though the available resources are insufficient
to support their aggregated requirements. These shortcomings are also present in other proposed QoS routing
protocols, such as [1, 19].

4.2. Available Bandwidth Determination
4.1. Route Discovery with QoS Constraints
We extend the AODV Route Request (RREQ) packet
to include the following fields: minimum bandwidth,
maximum bandwidth and bottleneck bandwidth. The
first two fields specify the bandwidth requirements of
the application and are populated by the source node.
The AODV RREQ flooding procedure is then followed,
with one modification: a node forwards the RREQ only
if it has enough bandwidth available to satisfy the request. Bandwidth availability at each node is determined
by the procedure described in section 4.2. The bottleneck bandwidth field contains the least bandwidth encountered along the path, and is appropriately populated
by nodes forwarding the RREQ.
On receiving the RREQ, the destination replies with a
Route Reply (RREP). The RREP is extended to include
a field specifying the available bandwidth on the path
(this is obtained from the bottleneck bandwidth field in
the RREQ). The RREP is then forwarded back to the

In order to find a path that satisfies the application's bandwidth requirements, we must first determine
the bandwidth availability at each node. Determining
available bandwidth at a wireless node is a non-trivial
task, especially due to mobility and the shared wireless
medium. Available bandwidth at a node is affected not
only by its own transmissions, but also the transmissions
of the nodes in its vicinity.
We use the mechanism presented in [6] to determine
bandwidth availability at a node. A brief description of
this mechanism follows. The reception range of a node
is the maximum separation between a sender and receiver for successful reception of packets. Further, the
receiver interference distance is defined as the minimum
distance between a receiver and another sender, such that
the sender's transmissions do not interfere with the receiver's ability to successfully receive packets from its
own sender. The reception range and receiver interference distance are denoted by  and RID, respectively.

5.1. Modified Route Discovery
Potential Neighbor Area
Transmission Range
Movement Zone
Node
D
rt
D + rt

Figure 2. Relation between movement
zone, transmission range and location of
potential neighbors.

The authors of [6] observe that the minimum distance
between two wireless nodes for successful simultaneous transmissions is (  + RID). Further, if acknowledgements are used at the MAC layer, the minimum distance increases to (2 *  + RID), in order to prevent
collisions of acknowledgements (note that, according to
the IEEE 802.11 specification [9], no medium sensing
is performed before transmitting an acknowledgement).
Thus, a wireless node can transmit if no other node
within (2 *  + RID) range is simultaneously transmitting.
By adjusting its carrier sensing range to (2 *  +
RID), a node can sense the transmissions of the other
nodes relevant to bandwidth calculation. The node then
senses the medium to determine the fraction of time that
the medium is idle. This fraction, along with the maximum available bandwidth, indicates the current bandwidth availability. Further details about this approach
can be found in [6].

5. Mobility-Enhanced QoS-Aware AODV
We now describe how Q-AODV can be extended to leverage node mobility, as indicated in section 1. We call this protocol Mobility-Enhanced
QoS-Aware AODV (MQ-AODV). The protocol requires that all nodes know their geographical coordinates, either through GPS or some other location system. We also assume that all nodes have a uniform
default transmission range, but are capable of increasing their transmission power to reach a larger range if
necessary. We do not consider the presence of obstacles.

To begin, the user must indicate to the routing protocol that she is willing to move to a different location
if necessary for obtaining the desired quality of service.
The user can also specify the area within which she is
willing to move; otherwise a default is assumed. We call
this the movement zone of the user. In this paper, we assume that the user is prepared to move in any direction
for a maximum specified distance. In other words, the
movement zone is a circular region centered at the user,
as shown in figure 2. More complex movement zones
can be handled by a straightforward extension to the protocol.
By moving to different locations in the movement
zone, the node can potentially have different neighbor
sets. The union of all such neighbor sets forms the potential neighbor set for the node with respect to the movement zone. If the movement zone is a circular region of
radius D and the transmission range of the node is  ,
then the maximum distance of a potential neighbor from
the node's current location is (D +  ). In other words,
all potential neighbors are located within a circular area
of radius (D +  ) centered at the node, as shown in figure 2.
Once the movement zone is known, MQ-AODV initiates route discovery by broadcasting the RREQ packet
at a higher transmission power, such that it reaches all
potential neighbors. The transmission power to be used
is determined from the maximum distance to a potential neighbor. The RREQ packet is extended to include
the user's location coordinates, in addition to the information added by Q-AODV as described in section 4.1.
On receiving the RREQ packet, potential neighbors
record the location of the RREQ source. The rest of the
route discovery procedure is the same as Q-AODV. Intermediate nodes broadcast the RREQ packet at regular
transmission power.
When the destination receives the RREQ, it replies
with an RREP. The RREP processing is also similar to
Q-AODV. However, before forwarding the RREP, each
node checks to see whether it is the last hop on the route,
i.e., whether it is forwarding the RREP directly to the
source. The last-hop node belongs to the source's potential neighbor set. If a node is the last hop, it looks up the
location information of the source, which it had saved
when it received the RREQ. From this information, it
determines its distance from the source. If this distance
is greater than the regular transmission range, the node
increases its transmission power sufficiently before forwarding the RREP. The RREP packet is extended to include the location information of the last hop.
On receiving the RREP, the source inspects the lo-
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Figure 3. Partitioned network scenario.
cation information of the last hop. If this location is
within the node's regular transmission range, then the
node does not need to move and can immediately use
the route. If it is outside the transmission range, the user
is notified, who can move in the direction of the potential neighbor until it is within range2 . If multiple RREPs
are sent, as mentioned in section 4.1, the user can wait
for some timeout period to receive them before deciding whether she needs to move and in what direction.
Some routing protocols, such as AODV, invalidate a
route if it remains unused for a certain time limit. If the
time taken by the user to move to the new location is
greater than this time limit, the route may be invalidated.
In such a case, the user should repeat the route discovery process at the new location, without increasing transmission power, to refresh the route.

5.2. Connectivity in Disconnected
Networks
An important benefit of MQ-AODV is that it can
help users gain connectivity to disconnected parts of the
network. For example, consider the partitioned network
shown in figure 3. Using regular transmission power,
nodes in one partition cannot reach the nodes in the other
2

partition, and are disconnected from each other. With
MQ-AODV, nodes transmit route requests at a higher
transmission power, and may therefore be able to reach
nodes in the other partition. In the figure, node K is able
to reach node V by increasing its transmission power.
Further, once a user establishes a route to a node in the
other partition, the user moves towards that node and
can then act as a bridge connecting the two partitions.
As seen in the figure, node K moves towards node V,
and can then relay traffic between the two partitions,
thus connecting them. AODV and Q-AODV, on the other
hand, do not have this benefit.

We assume that the user is capable of determining the required direction of motion from the geographical coordinates of the potential neighbor. The software can assist the user in this task by pointing out the location on a map.

MQ-AODV has some limitations. First, if the user is
currently located a very short distance away from nodes
that are causing congestion in the medium, she may need
to move a significantly large distance in order to exit
the congested region. For this, a large movement zone
needs to be specified, which correspondingly increases
the transmission power required to reach all potential
neighbors. Since power varies hyperbolically with distance, with exponent between two and four, this high
power transmission may become too expensive beyond a
certain distance, thus limiting the size of the movement
zone. Our experiments, presented in section 6, demonstrate that even with a limited movement zone of radius 150m, MQ-AODV improves performance over QAODV.
Second, if multiple users perform route discovery
with MQ-AODV simultaneously, they may all be directed to move toward the same location. This location
may be incapable of supporting the aggregated resource
requirements of multiple users. If the probability of multiple users performing route discovery simultaneously is
low, this limitation is not significant. If the probability is
high, MQ-AODV needs to be enhanced to address this
problem. This is part of our future work.

6. Protocol Evaluation
We evaluate our idea of leveraging node mobility
for improving quality of service by comparing the performance of AODV, Q-AODV and MQ-AODV through
simulation. The NS-2 [8] simulator is used for the evaluation. The mobility-enhanced and QoS-aware versions
of AODV are built on top of the AODV-UU implementation for NS-2 [13]. In the following sections, we first
present our application model, followed by experiment
details and results.

6.1. Application Model
We model a simple multimedia application by appropriately modifying the CBR application in NS-2. Our
application is a client-server-based streaming media application. The server streams media, such as music and
movies, over the network to the client at the client's request. The application session is initiated by the client.
The client first discovers a route to the server3 , and then
requests the server to begin streaming the data. If no
route with sufficient available bandwidth is found, the
client backs off for a random interval of between 10 and
20 seconds and then re-attempts to discover a suitable
route.
The server begins streaming data to the client once it
receives the client's request. If, during the session, the
route to the client is lost and cannot be re-established,
the server pauses its transmission and re-attempts to discover a route after a random interval of between 10 and
20 seconds.

6.2. Experiment Setup
We run simulations of 50 nodes randomly placed in a
1000m x 1000m area. Each run is executed for 500 seconds of simulation time. The Two Ray Ground propagation model is used, and the transmission range and carrier sensing range of nodes is set to 250m and 550m, respectively. IEEE 802.11 is used as the MAC protocol.
For MQ-AODV, the movement zone is considered
to be a circular region of radius 150m centered at the
source node. Only the nodes running the application
client can move to improve quality of service, and they
can do this at most once. It may be reasonable to expect users to change their location multiple times to improve service in some scenarios, but we avoid this in the
simulations.
The mobility pattern of nodes is as follows: 20 nodes
are static while 30 nodes move following the randomwaypoint mobility model [5]. The pause time is 20 seconds. Of the 30 mobile nodes, 10 nodes move at random speeds up to 5 m/s, 10 nodes at random speeds between 5 to 10 m/s, while the remaining 10 nodes move
at random speeds between 10 to 20 m/s. We believe that
this mobility pattern, which we call Graded Mobility, is
characteristic of a deployment scenario such as a campus, where some users are stationary, some are walking,
while others are riding bicycles or driving. The client
and server nodes for the application are picked out of
3

The QoS path discovered by Q-AODV and MQ-AODV is bidirectional, and so the client can do the QoS route discovery even
though the data will be sent by the server.

the 20 static nodes. It is a reasonable assumption that
clients are static, except when they change their location
to improve quality of service. Moving to a new location
for better quality of service does not make sense unless
the node is going to remain stationary after reaching the
new location. Also, in typical deployment scenarios, the
server nodes are likely to be nodes in the wired internet.
In this case, from the perspective of the admission control protocol, the gateway between the wired and wireless networks is treated as the server, and it is therefore
stationary as well. As mentioned in section 1, our solution is not necessarily applicable to highly mobile networks. However, there are a large number of deployment
environments with low to medium mobility, which can
benefit from such a solution. The Graded Mobility pattern is representative of such environments.
Between two and ten application sessions are started
10 seconds apart in each simulation run. In each session,
the server streams data at 64 kbps for 180 seconds of execution (excluding pauses). The size of each data packet
is 512 bytes, so approximately 16 packets are transmitted per second.
For simplicity, the destination node only replies to
the first RREQ instance in our simulations for both QAODV and MQ-AODV.

6.3. Performance Metrics
We measure the following performance metrics to
evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the protocol:
Packet delivery fraction: This is the fraction of data
packets sent by the server that are received by the
client. The higher the packet delivery fraction, the
more effective the protocol in reducing network
congestion and the better the user experience in
viewing/hearing the media stream.
Number of data packets received: This is the total
number of data packets received by the clients. It
indicates the data throughput obtained. The packet
delivery fraction alone is not enough to indicate the
effectiveness of the protocol in delivering packets,
since the number of packets sent with each routing protocol may be different (the QoS routing protocols do not admit a session unless a route with
the required QoS is available). This metric therefore complements the packet delivery fraction in
determining protocol effectiveness.
Average end-to-end packet delay: This is the average end-to-end delay of packets that are received
by the client. As this value decreases, the congestion in the network is reduced, and packets are more
likely to be received in time for playout.

Fraction of received packets with unacceptable end-to-end delay: Many multimedia applications, such as Internet telephony and live media broadcast, place an upper limit on acceptable
end-to-end packet delay. For example, in typical voice applications, packets with end-to-end delay greater than 400 milliseconds arrive too late
to be played out. Such packets waste the resources of the network since they traverse the path
between the source and destination but are received too late to be used by the destination. This
metric measures the fraction of received packets that are thus unacceptably delayed. A low
value for this fraction indicates more efficient usage of network resources and better quality perceived by the user.
Routing load: This is the number of routing control bytes transmitted per data byte received by the
application client. Each transmission of a control
packet by intermediate nodes is counted as one
transmission. This metric indicates the overhead
imposed by the routing protocol on the network.

6.4. Experiment Results
Figure 4 presents results from experiments. Each
metric is plotted against the total number of data sessions created4 . Each data point represents an average
over ten simulation runs with different randomlygenerated mobility.
While comparing the performance of AODV to the
QoS-sensitive protocols, it is important to note that
AODV does not perform admission control and hence all
data sessions created are immediately admitted into the
network. Q-AODV and MQ-AODV, on the other hand,
delay the admission of sessions until sufficient resources
are available. The performance of the protocols is thus
not directly comparable. However, we plot the performance of AODV in the graphs in order to emphasize the
importance of admission control.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the packet delivery fraction (PDF) and the total number of data packets received,
respectively. Using AODV, the PDF drops significantly
as the traffic increases. This is due to the absence of admission control, leading to congestion in the network.
With QoS-aware routing, the PDF remains roughly constant even as the number of sessions increase. This is
achieved by delaying the admission of sessions until sufficient bandwidth is available. As seen in the figure, the
4

The number of data sessions created may be different from the
number of data sessions admitted in the case of Q-AODV and
MQ-AODV, since these protocols perform admission control.

PDF is roughly 90% when using Q-AODV, and rises to
above 95% with MQ-AODV. When clients change their
location, they tend to move away from locations where
bandwidth usage is high, and often move closer to the
server, reducing the number of hops on the route and resulting in fewer link breaks and packet drops. For similar reasons, more data packets are delivered to their destinations with MQ-AODV as compared to Q-AODV, as
shown in figure 4(b). Although AODV also delivers a
large number of data packets, its packet delivery fraction indicates that these packets are a small fraction of
those sent. Since AODV is not QoS-sensitive, it admits
all data sessions, resulting in a much larger number of
data packets sent. Although Q-AODV and MQ-AODV
admit fewer sessions, the number of data packets delivered is comparable to AODV, and greater in case of MQAODV.
The average end-to-end delay of received packets is
shown in figure 4(c), while figure 4(d) shows the fraction of received packets whose end-to-end delay exceeds
400 ms. MQ-AODV decreases both the average delay
and the fraction of packets that are unacceptably delayed
as compared to Q-AODV. This is again due to reduced
congestion and decreased route lengths. For similar reasons, MQ-AODV's routing load is lower than that of QAODV, as seen in figure 4(e). Both protocols clearly outperform AODV in all metrics.
Our results thus indicate that both Q-AODV and MQAODV improve the received QoS over AODV. MQAODV provides additional benefits over Q-AODV, such
as increased packet delivery fraction, decreased end-toend delay and lower response time, while simultaneously reducing the routing load in the network.
In addition to these tests, we ran an experiment simulating the scenario described in section 5.2 and verified that it indeed works as expected. Figure 4(f) shows
the result from this experiment. As seen in the figure, all
data sessions are admitted using MQ-AODV, while none
are admitted when using Q-AODV or AODV.
Finally, to further stress our solution, we also ran experiments where only the client nodes are stationary; all
other nodes move at random speeds between 0 and 20
m/s. The results of these experiments, omitted for lack
of space, also show that MQ-AODV improves performance even in this scenario.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated how node mobility
can be leveraged to improve quality of service in mobile
networks. The proposed protocol, MQ-AODV, demonstrates this idea by enhancing Q-AODV, a QoS-sensitive
version of the AODV routing protocol. Simulation re-
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Figure 4. Performance results.
sults show that the idea is indeed effective in mobile ad
hoc networks with low to medium mobility, and can be
accomplished with low overhead.
In the future, we plan to examine how other QoSaware routing protocols can be extended to use this idea.
We will also look at how this approach can be made to
work in the presence of obstacles. With obstacles, some
potential neighbors may be unable to directly receive the
high power broadcast, and so a multi-hop mechanism
may be necessary.
Some limitations of MQ-AODV were described in
section 5.3. Our future work includes addressing these
limitations. In particular, we plan to remove the restriction imposed by the maximum transmission range and
design a solution that enables a mobile node to look
beyond a single hop to find a location with better connectivity. Finally, the idea of leveraging mobility to improve service can also be extended to intermediate nodes
on a network path in some deployment scenarios. This
would make sense primarily in scenarios where all network nodes are owned by a common authority and have
a common goal.
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